I’m going to tell you a story about a PhD in my research group, and a data system he developed, called CrystalEye. Like all good stories, there’s a meta-story between the lines. Since the story teller gets to pick the meta-story, today it’s about repositories.
In the beginning...

Nick Day started his PhD under the supervision of Peter Murray–Rust. Quantum computational programs to calculate molecular structures. Compare calculated structures to actual structures, as determined by X–Ray crystallography to work out when and why the programs got it wrong. As things transpired, the collection and publication of the X–Ray crystallography turned out to an interesting area in itself – and it’s this side of Nick’s PhD that interests us most today.
Nick needed large amounts of open structure information to compare the computational outputs with. There was no database of open crystallographic data. There is crystallographic data out there – on journal websites. The information comes from the websites of acta journals (especially the Acta Crystallographica family published by the IUCr) that specialize in reporting X–Ray structure determinations, and from the supporting information of other chemistry journal publications. Nick wrote a web spider to find it and collect it.
Nick needed to convert his data into Chemical Markup Language, an XML for chemical data. Being a good geek, he didn’t miss the opportunity follow some interesting side lines, including developing heuristic approaches to fix and enhance missing data.

(This slide shows the processing of the crystallographic data once it has been collected by the spider. The detail isn’t necessary to follow the story)
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- Automatic generation of fragments

... and break apart molecules to form a fragment library (these can be used for an empirical approach to predicting 3D molecule structures). Nick also had web authoring skills, so he created HTML pages for the data he was collecting as part of the processing. To help himself keep tabs on the growing collection, he created a small but growing website on his desktop machine.
Drill Down By Journal, By Issue, and then by structural sub-components.
metadata specific to data domain
the applet controls or the script loading input can be used to rotate, zoom and otherwise alter and manipulate the visualisation.

.. and so Nick had built himself a web site of his data on his desktop.
So Nick had a growing pile of result data, and a visualisation system of Java classes that generated CML and HTML web pages. Peter Murray-Rust and Nick decided to share his results with the community. For myself as part-time system administrator this was no problem – deployment just meant a couple of cron jobs, a large file system partition and line or two of apache config.
Evolution

Sharing your data hopefully means getting users. And having users usually means getting good ideas about what to develop next. As the data set grew, Nick evolved CrystalEye, adding features to make this data collection more useful.
Once Nick got going by creating one main feed, he created per-journal feeds, feeds for each compound class, for each atom type and for each pair of bonded atom-types. Some of these are CMLRSS feeds – feeds with CML data embedded inline. If you have a chemistry enabled feed reader (e.g. the Bioclipse platform) you can browse crystaleye data directly in your reader.
The search tool was the first dynamic part of the application, and runs as a simple set of Java servlets.

N.B. that the search is chemistry specific – the first search method might be used for any collection of molecule data, the second is specific to crystallographic data.
Bond lengths histograms are a good example of the kind of processing and data checking that can only be done with a large collection of data. Here we see the distribution of bond lengths between copper and carbon atoms in structures in CrystalEye. Nick generates these histograms for every type of bond. Outliers: bad experimentation, also helped spot edge cases where computational codes failed to take account of some effect.
Feeds for all allowed embedded HTML and CML as enclosures

There were some problems with the existing CMLRSS feeds – including the CML inline was a big performance hit, and couldn’t be done with standard XML libraries because the CML was too large. We started to use Atom, and link to the CML data using enclosures. Using Atom also allowed us to link to images in the entries, which meant the feeds looked good in common-or-garden feed readers.
OAI-PMH was on the development road map, but users wanted to harvest the data using RSS feeds. RSS feeds aren’t effective for CrystalEye harvesting, the data tends to arrive in big clump updates rather than a nice steady trickle, and there was no standard way for harvesters to discover or recover when they missed items. RFC 5005, which was published in its final form last September, extends Atom to fix these problems through a few special elements, and requirements on how the server must maintain and publish archive feed documents. We implemented RFC5005 in our main Atom feed, and published a simple harvester client application.
Using a link element in the head of the HTML pages, machine clients can obtain machine readable metadata about the structure in RDF format.
Andrew Walkingshaw took the CrystalEye RDF data, added some data of his own using the OSCAR3 chemistry natural language processing application, and mashed it back together to provide views and indices into the CrystalEye data we hadn’t even thought of creating. Outside In–novation! It gets much, much sexier than this screenshot, but I can’t show you too much as Andrew is presenting his work at XTech next month!
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Summary of Development

- Crystallographic data is collected daily from publisher websites, processed and enhanced.

- Web resources are constructed as part of data processing and published as static files by Apache httpd

  - Browse & View

  - Feeds for viewing and for harvesting

- Linked Machine Readable Metadata

- Data resources indexed for Search (implemented as Java servlets)

- Aggregate processing and results publication
The Future

Development on and around CrystalEye continues...
Planned work

• Refactoring!
  • Enhanced, archived atom feeds replacing CMLRSS throughout
  • Decouple the spider, processing and publishing parts
  • More auto-discovery

• Departmental crystallography repository, using CrystalEye and the JISC SPECTRa tools.

• New features
  • Dumpfile download (through S3)
  • SWORD support
  • ORE support (Microsoft ORE project)
  • OAI-PMH support (for e-Crystals federation)
Nearly there!

Don’t worry, we’re in the final furlong, and I’m about to start talking about repositories...

That’s the end of my narrative of the CrystalEye story so far, so I want to move on to talk about the meta-story, which is how CrystalEye is relevant to repositories...
Is CrystalEye a Repository?

It walks like one, quacks like one, swims like one and goes well with orange sauce like one...

CrystalEye is a “just” a web site, but has many of the features you’d expect from a repository.
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CrystalEye and the Subject Repository

e-Crystals Federation

Simon Coles has presented on e–Crystals already this morning. Over the course of e–Crystals we’ll be working out how CrystalEye can work as part of a federated pan–institutional subject repository.
CrystalEye and the Institutional Repository

How could / should the University of Cambridge institutional repository interact with CrystalEye?

CrystalEye is a data repository, or at the very least an amply-featured data collection.

The way it’s been most usually done in the past has been to move or copy the data over to a centralized repository. We don’t believe this would work for most long-tail science applications; there’s too much domain expertise involved in curating the data, and it would make managing the data more difficult.

Clifford Lynch’s original definition of the Institutional Repository:
IR Services: Some Ideas

Technological

- Additional backup
- Preservation
- URL redirection and management
- Promote access through portals
- Equipment

Organisational

- Create data management roles in departments
- Data management training for academics
- “Transferrable skills” training for PhD students?

These are just ideas from our perspective.

I’d like to emphasize how useful data training could be – Nick lost plenty of time due to data management mistakes, particular around identifiers and discarding intermediate data.
Conclusions

Short version:
* Keep it simple
* Share your data to let the community drive functionality
* Focus on the web

Long version:
So why did CrystalEye teach me to love the web?
Because we never had to stop and think “now we have to stop and get this data into a repository”.
CrystalEye is technologically simple in implementation, making it easy to maintain. It was developed by and for working scientists, fitting in with their workflow and working practices, because it was simple.

Despite being simple, because we published web resources according to widely used standards, the web provided everything we need to offer and engage with repository services.

That's why I believe that we should be focusing first and foremost on the web when developing data repositories.

Thank you.
Copyright and Notices

**Flickr images:**
- PMR: borazivkovic (BY)
- Crystal: wabberjocky (BY-NC-SA)
- Spider: dincordera (BY-NC-SA)
- Car: smellgrove (BY-NC-SA)
- Ascent of man: Kaptain Kobold (BY-NC-SA)
- Open/Close: mag3737 (BY-NC-SA)
- Spices: estherase (BY-NC-SA)
- Combine harvester: tricky™ (BY-NC-SA)
- Sunset: nexus6 (BY-NC-SA)
- Horse race: Chris Breeze (BY)

**Duck:** Frogzone 1 (BY-NC)

**Web/Pylon:** Orcoo (BY-NC-SA)

**Others:**
- Atom icon: Mozilla Foundation (MPL)

Credit also due to the excellent [www.compfight.com](http://www.compfight.com) for making collecting these images so much easier.
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